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Hon Kirui Wilbon()
 
I am A Bachelor of Education (Arts)  Degree Holder In  English and Literature
I am a poet and I love studying Poetry
Kirui wilbon Was born In Bomet County, chepalungu sub county at a Village
known as KAPTICH Chepkosa Sub location
A second Born to a family of eight
Went to cheptolelyoi Primary School, attended Kipkeigei secondary school and
Finally South Eastern Kenya University



There Comes A Time
 
There comes a time
That literally all seem
To have turned against You
And you are in what seems
To be your lowest moments.
 
Then you begin thinking
And you can't stop asking
Why me in the first place?
What's the meaning of all these?
Do I really deserve all these?
 
You begin calling all those friends
The kind that always promise
To stand with you at all Cost
This time they aren't available
Now lonely and have no one reliable
 
It dawns on you that this life
Dear brother is your life
They will be there when you are happy
They can book a flight attend your burial
Can't spend a penny to save you frial trial
 
Don't loose Hope Nonetheless
Call upon upon your Creator for he blesses
Waste no time Thinking about them
Focus on building yourself
Do everything possible to uplift your life.
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The Fatal Smile
 
Oh the ever smiling Friendly rival,
I Can see deceit behind that smile
I can sense animosity inside that smile
I can sense Bitterness within that smile
I am sure that smile is not in good faith
Please Smile miles away
For I know if you hug me with that smile, the next minute there will be Some
knife deep inside my flesh from my back!
Please go away
Leave me in peace
Or better terminate that Fatal smile
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